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Introduction 
 
The Province’s French Language Services Policy is in place to ensure that services provided by 
the Government of Manitoba shall be offered in both official languages. 
 
The designated bilingual position is a key component of the implementation of the French 
Language Services Policy.  When such a position is filled by an employee with the capability to 
adequately serve the public in both official languages, it facilitates the active offer of services in 
French. 
 
It is the responsibility of Managers, Human Resources personnel and the French Language 
Services Coordinator to ensure that designated bilingual positions are staffed by individuals who 
have the language proficiency to deliver services in both official languages as required by the 
position. 
 
A step-by-step process has been developed to assist Managers in one of two processes: 
 
1. assessing the French language proficiency of candidates recruited to fill designated 

bilingual positions; 
 
2. assessing the French language proficiency of incumbents or employees serving as 

replacements or back-up, in designated bilingual positions. 
 
The process outlined below is applicable to either situation and ensures that French language 
requirements are based on the duties and responsibilities of the designated bilingual position. 
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PROCESS: 
 

 
Assessing French Language Proficiency 

 

 
 
Step 1 – Identify Position Requirements 
 
 
The preliminary step in the process identifies the French language proficiency requirements 
for the designated bilingual position based upon the duties and responsibilities as outlined in 
the position description. 
 
 Using the position description for the designated bilingual position, list the language tasks in each 

skill (oral expression and comprehension, reading comprehension, and writing skills) required to 
carry out the duties and responsibilities of the position.  You may wish to use the document 
“Determination of French Language Proficiency Requirements” (page 4) as a checklist.  Look for 
clusters of checkmarks (page 4).  Note that the “Basic” level of proficiency is still the minimum 
required. 

 

 Determine the French language proficiency level required in each skill.  The document 
“Determination of French Language Proficiency Requirements” provides guidelines useful for this 
exercise. 

 
The range selected should include the most difficult tasks identified for the skill.  The 
standard for most designated bilingual positions will be the “Intermediate” level. 

 

 
Assessing French Language Proficiency 

 
Assessment of Candidates 
 

OR Assessment of Incumbents  

 
 
Step 2 – Read Assessment Materials and Select Appropriate Tools  
 
 
This step in the process allows the tester to become familiar with the materials and tools for 
assessing the level of French language proficiency of candidates/incumbents in each of the 
language skill areas:  oral expression and comprehension, reading comprehension, and 
writing.  It also serves as a checkpoint during the paper screening of candidates.  
 

 
 
Step 3 – Administer Assessment Tool and Evaluate Language Proficiency of 
Candidates/Incumbents 
 
 
This step in the process involves administering the assessment tool to candidates/incumbents 
to evaluate and rate the four skills of oral expression and comprehension, reading 
comprehension, and writing, in the French language, to meet the requirements identified for 
the designated bilingual position as determined during Step 1 of the process.  
 
 

Candidates 
 
Assess and rate the French language proficiency 
of candidates against the required level for the 
designated bilingual position. 
 
The documents referred to in Step 2 should be 
useful in assessing and rating the candidates. 

Incumbents  
 
Assess and rate the French language proficiency 
of incumbent against the required level for the 
designated bilingual position. 
 
The documents referred to in Step 2 should be 
useful in assessing and rating the incumbent. 
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Assessing French Language Proficiency  

 
Assessment of Candidates 
 

OR Assessment of Incumbents  

 
 
Step 4 – Follow-up 
 
 
This is the final step in the process resulting in the hiring of a suitable candidate for the 
designated bilingual position, or determining the training needs, if any, of the incumbent in the 
designated bilingual position based on the duties and responsibilities of the position. 
 
 

Candidates 
 
Select candidate who meets at least the minimum 
French language proficiency requirements. 
 

 If unsuitable, repeat recruitment process, 
widening the area of search. 

 

 If a second attempt at recruiting a suitable 
bilingual candidate is not successful: 

 
a) consider using term position for 

unilingual employee in the designated 
bilingual position and develop different 
strategies for attracting bilingual 
candidates to fill the position once the 
term is up; OR 

 
b) in exceptional circumstances, consider 

French language training for the 
selected candidate who accepts that 
course of action, as a condition of 
employment, with anticipated successful 
results within a reasonable period of 
time; OR 

 
c) consider staff rotations when vacancies 

and French language training are not 
viable options within a reasonable length 
of time. 

 
 

Incumbents  
 
Compare the results of the assessment with the 
minimum required levels for the position. 
 
Based on the results, where necessary, identify 
training needs in regards to French language 
proficiency skills. 
 

 Develop a strategic plan which could 
include orientation, French language 
training and upgrading, and job-specific 
vocabulary for employees, to bring their 
proficiency up to the required levels. 

 
OR 

 

 Plan and carry out staff rotations, in 
collaboration with those concerned, to end 
up with a bilingual employee in a 
designated position. 
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DESIGNATED BILINGUAL POSITION: __________________________________________ A.P.____________________________ 
 

LEVEL ORAL EXPRESSION AND COMPREHENSION READING COMPREHENSION 
 

WRITING SKILLS 

Complete 
Beginner 

 
Insufficient 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- answering requests for personal information; 
- giving basic directions that do not require connected 

discourse. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- rudimentary command of simple, frequently-used structures; 
- limited ability to understand simple sentences; 
- minimal ability to speak in detached sentences 

(conversations fragmented). 
 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- reading simple forms (limited knowledge of common words and 

expressions);  
- scanning simple texts to locate specific items; 
- scanning lists or indexes to note changes. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- able to find specific information (date, name, number) on a form. 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- transcribing or noting information contained in directories and schedules; 
- writing familiar words/filling in simple slips and forms. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- able to fill in a familiar form with isolated words. 

Basic 
 

Minimum required 
 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- asking and answering simple questions; 
- giving and following simple directions or instructions. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- average command of syntax; 
- single sentences pose no problems; 

- able to have simple conversation to meet daily work 
requirements. 

 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- reading forms such as applications to assist clients; 
- scanning various texts to pick out specific elements of information (e.g., 

dates, numbers, names); 
- scanning listings or indexes to note changes. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- fully understands very simple texts; 
- grasps main idea of texts about familiar topics. 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- filling in a form or report related to one’s duties; 
- writing texts, cards, or brief notes; 
- using templates or form letters to deal with any job-related situation. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- writes short informative texts (isolated words, phrases, statements, etc.); 

- errors are to be expected. 

Intermediate 
 
 

Satisfactory 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- giving factual accounts of actions or events; 
- giving explanations, information or instructions. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- average command of syntax; 
- able to participate in all conversations of a general nature; 

- rarely hesitates. 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- reading reports to get a general idea of what they have to say; 
- reading correspondence to obtain information or take notes prior to action. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- grasps most texts; 
- locates specific details; 

- distinguishes main idea for purpose of answering questions from public.  

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- writing brief reports to explain or request action; 
- filling in forms where brief comments are required; 
- preparing factual information. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- writes short descriptive texts; 
- makes corrections; 
- has sufficient mastery of grammar or vocabulary to understand detailed 

information. 
 

Advanced 
 
 

Excellent 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- participating effectively in discussions; 
- making presentations. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- accurate vocabulary, reliable in all situations; 
- good command of syntax; 

- ability to nuance remarks and communicate with ease. 
 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- skimming books, articles or reports for an overview of their content; 

- reviewing contracts or specifications for completeness and accuracy.  
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- understands most complex details; 
- good comprehension of texts dealing with a wide variety of subjects. 
 

Typical functions/example of tasks: 
- preparing a summary of a meeting or other documents; 
- writing correspondence or other texts to request or give detailed facts or 

reasons. 
French language skills/proficiency required: 
- writes for a variety of work-related situations; 
- ideas developed in coherent manner and appropriate style. 

Level Required 
for this 

Designated 
Position 

 
Basic  Intermediate  Advanced  

 
Basic  Intermediate  Advanced  

 
Basic  Intermediate  Advanced  
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(1) – ORAL EXPRESSION AND COMPREHENSION 

 

JOB 
REQUIREMENTS 

COMPLETE BEGINNER 
 

Insufficient 

BASIC 
 

Poor 

INTERMEDIATE 
 

Satisfactory 

ADVANCED 
 

Excellent 

DESCRIPTION OF 
PROFICIENCY 

LEVEL 

    

Functions 
 

 responds to greetings and courteous 
expressions; 

 issues everyday instructions in two or three 
words; 

 signals communication problems. 
 

 handles everyday situations without 
complication; 

 narrates; 

 describes. 

 handles unfamiliar topics or situations; 

 hypothesizes; 

 provides supported opinion. 

 represents points of view; 

 negotiates, persuades, counsels, etc.; 

 tailors language to audience. 

Context/Content  short introductions; 

 receiving clients with greetings and courteous 
expressions. 

 recreational activities; 

 limited academic requirements; 

 most social situations including introductions; 

 concrete topics such as own background, family 
and interests, work, travel and current events. 

 expression and defense of opinions about current 
events and similar topics; 

 most formal and informal conversations; 

 practical, social and abstract topics; 

 particular interests and special fields of 
competence. 

 

 all non-technical situations; 

 any conversation within the range of personal or 
professional experiences; 

 all topics normally pertinent to professional 
needs and social topics of a general nature. 

Pronunciation  errors of pronunciation interfere with 
communication. 

 

 accent, but rarely unintelligible.  traces of an accent but always intelligible.  traces of an accent but always intelligible, or no 
accent. 

Accuracy  basic communication using a very limited 
vocabulary; 

 unable to sustain connected discourse and falls 
back on mother tongue; 

 insufficient command of basic structures. 

 forms sentences using a limited vocabulary; 

 good control of word formation and syntax 
(order of words) in the most frequently used 
sentence structures; 

 frequent grammatical errors sometimes interfere 
with communication. 

 errors in less frequently-used structures/phrases;   

 errors in frequently-used structures/phrases of a 
complex nature; 

 errors in standard phrases;  

 errors do not interfere with understanding and 
rarely disturb the Francophone; 

 fairly good control of grammar. 

 only occasional unpatterned errors; 

 errors of grammar rare; 

 broad, idiomatic vocabulary. 

Ease of 
Expression 

 hesitates often and often repeats words; 

 refrains from speaking due to deficiencies in 
grammar and vocabulary. 

 

 usually hesitant; often refrains from speaking 
because of deficiencies in grammar, vocabulary 
and fluency. 

 hesitates, but can always carry on a conversation 
using paraphrase. 

 able to communicate with as much ease as in 
English for all professionally related matters; 
never difficult to listen to. 

Comprehension  understands simple statements and responds 
with simple expressions when the speaker 
speaks slowly; 

 cannot follow a conversation between two 
Francophones. 

 

 generally understands non-technical speech, but 
sometimes misinterprets or requires rewording; 

 is usually unable to follow a conversation 
between two Francophones. 

 understands most of what is said to him/her; is 
able to follow a speech, simple radio program 
and almost all conversations between 
Francophones, but not down to the smallest 
detail. 

 understands articulate Francophones if the 
context is sufficiently clear; may sometimes 
have difficulty with idiomatic or regional 
expressions. 

 



 CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING FRENCH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY SKILLS 6 
(1) – ORAL EXPRESSION AND COMPREHENSION 

(Continued) 
 

JOB 
REQUIREMENTS 

COMPLETE BEGINNER 
 

Insufficient 

BASIC 
 

Poor 

INTERMEDIATE 
 

Satisfactory 

ADVANCED 
 

Excellent 

 
EXAMPLES OF 

TASKS 
 
 
 

This section 
could also be 

used to develop 
specific job-

related 
assessment tools. 

 

 responding to greetings and courteous 
expressions; 

 asking and answering simple questions about 
names, addresses, dates, times or numbers, 
using detached words; 

 giving directions about the location of people, 
places or things using fragmented discourse. 

 

 asking and answering simple questions about 
names, addresses, dates, times or numbers; 

 making and responding to requests about 
simple and uncomplicated matters concerning 
documents or letters; 

 giving and following simple directions about the 
location of people, places or things; 

 giving and following simple instructions about 
what to do or whom to see. 

 

 handling requests for routine information about 
services, publications or competitions; 

 participating in information meetings or work 
sessions dealing with clients, steps to be 
followed, priorities or deadlines; 

 giving factual accounts of actions taken or events 
that have occurred; 

 giving instructions or explanations about how 
work is to be done, what information is needed, 
and what steps or alternatives are to be followed.  

 

 giving and understanding explanations and 
descriptions that may involve complicated 
details, hypothetical questions or complex and 
abstract ideas; 

 giving and understanding detailed accounts of 
events, actions taken, or procedures to be 
followed;  

 explaining policies, procedures, regulations, 
programs and services relating to an area of 
work; 

 actively participating in discussions that involve 
the rapid exchange of ideas; 

 supporting opinions, defending a point of view, or 
justifying actions in meetings or discussions, 
counseling and giving advice to clients on 
sensitive or complex issues; 

 participating in selection boards; 

 making presentations, giving training courses or 
defending appeals; 

 dealing with situations that require quick and 
accurate use of  both languages in rapid 
succession. 
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(2) – READING COMPREHENSION 

(Implicit Assessment) 
 

 
JOB 

REQUIREMENTS 

 
COMPLETE BEGINNER 

 
Insufficient 

 
BASIC 

 
Poor 

 
INTERMEDIATE 

 
Satisfactory 

 
ADVANCED 

 
Excellent 

 
DESCRIPTION OF 

PROFICIENCY 
LEVEL 

 

 understands elementary points of information 
(dates, numbers or names) in a simple text. 

 

 understands texts on topics of limited scope; 

 understands very simple texts; 

 grasps main idea of texts about familiar topics; 

 understands elementary points of information 
(dates, numbers or names) from more complex 
texts to perform routine job-related tasks; 

 not expected to read and understand detailed 
information. 

 

 understands most descriptive or factual 
material; 

 grasps main ideas of most texts; 

 locates specific details; 

 distinguishes main ideas from subsidiary ideas 
for purpose of answering questions from the 
public;  

 texts using complex grammar and less common 
vocabulary would cause difficulty. 

 

 

 understands texts dealing with a wide variety of 
work-related topics; 

 understands most complex details, inferences 
and fine points of meaning; 

 good comprehension of specialized or less 
familiar material; 

 seldom-used expressions may be missed; 

 some difficulty with very complex grammatical 
structures. 

 
EXAMPLES OF 

TASKS 
 
 
 

This section 
could also be 

used to develop 
specific job-

related 
assessment tools. 

 

 scanning simple texts to pick out specific 
information (names, dates or numbers); 

 scanning listings, indexes or computer printouts 
in order to compile information; 

 filling in forms requiring a limited set of key 
words. 

 

 looking over letters, memos, or forms in order to 
distribute or explain to the client; 

 scanning various texts to pick out specific 
elements of information (names, dates, 
numbers); 

 reading forms such as applications in order to 
assist clients; 

 scanning listings, indexes or computer printouts 
in order to compile information or note changes. 

 

 reading reference materials to extract 
information required; 

 reading reports, articles or other documents to 
get a general idea or to extract specific details 
required; 

 reading memos, notices or information bulletins; 

 reading incoming correspondence to select or 
take note of items requiring action. 

 

 reading policy papers, research or technical 
reports, correspondence or other documents in 
order to assess implications, provide comments 
or make recommendations;  

 skimming books, articles and reports in order to 
have an overview of the content; 

 reviewing correspondence or other texts 
prepared by an employee for meaning and tone; 

 reviewing contracts or specifications for 
completeness and accuracy; 

 reading in depth such documents as files or 
regulations in order to extract details for action or 
interpretation. 
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(3) – GRAMMATICAL KNOWLEDGE AND WRITING SKILLS 

 

 
JOB 

REQUIREMENTS 

 
COMPLETE BEGINNER 

 
Insufficient 

 
BASIC 

 
Poor 

 
INTERMEDIATE 

 
Satisfactory 

 
ADVANCED 

 
Excellent 

 
DESCRIPTION OF 

PROFICIENCY 
LEVEL 

 

 fills in a simplified form with isolated words; 

 transcribes data. 

 

 writes very limited units for information; 

 writes isolated words, phrases, statements or 
questions on very familiar topics using words of 
time, place or person; 

 errors of grammar, vocabulary and spelling are 
to be expected. 

 

 writes short descriptive or factual texts; 

 has sufficient mastery of grammar and 
vocabulary to deal with explicit information on 
work-related topics; 

 will require some corrections in grammar and 
vocabulary as well as revision for style. 

 

 writes explanations or descriptions in a variety of 
informal and formal work-related situations; 

 ideas are developed and presented in a 
coherent manner; 

 style of presentation and use of vocabulary, 
grammar and spelling are generally appropriate 
and require few corrections. 

 

 
EXAMPLES OF 

TASKS 
 
 
 
 

This section 
could also be 

used to develop 
specific job-

related 
assessment tools. 

 

 transcribing or noting information contained in 
directories and schedules; 

 filling in simplified form with commonly-used 
words. 

 

 filling in a form or report related to one’s duties 
(supplying words, phrases, or a few comments); 

 listing series of items or activities related to 
clients in an index or table of contents; 

 writing titles, headings or filing cards in familiar 
work situations; 

 writing brief notes giving simple information; 

 using model or form letter to deal with routine 
situations regarding client needs. 

 

 preparing short, routine administrative 
correspondence to request or give information, 
explanations or instructions; 

 writing brief reports to explain or request that 
action be taken on work-related matters; 

 writing clear e-mail messages; 

 filling in forms where brief written descriptions 
and comments are required; 

 formulating observations or presenting 
conclusions summarizing a text or a meeting in 
point or note form; 

 preparing a simple factual information bulletin or 
directive; 

 adapting texts such as model letters by adding 
a few words or slightly modifying the content 
regarding client needs. 

 

 

 writing correspondence and other texts to 
request or give detailed facts and reasons; 

 drafting short reports, recommendations, 
information bulletins, research papers or 
summaries on particular work-related topics; 

 preparing a summary of a meeting or document; 

 making limited modifications or corrections to 
correspondence or other texts in order to better 
communicate the meaning of the client. 

 


